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Ginsberg the atheist 
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 Course Dalet – Heart and Soul: What is Jewish 

Spirituality? – registration open 

 Spirituality is an overused and fuzzy term.  But Jewish tradition 

has some clear thinking on the soul, the heart’s intention and 

spiritual authenticity.  Come learn how Jews invoke the Sacred. 
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Our road ahead 

 First Session:   Must we make sense? 

 Second Session: Abraham Joshua Heschel                           

   with Rabbi Melinda Panken 

 Third Session  Martin Buber 

 Fourth Session Can I be Rational and Mystical                   

   at the same time? 

 Fifth Session  Talking to God 
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 From Richard Rubinstein’s After Auschwitz, Bobbs-Merrill 1966 

   

 I believe the greatest single challenge to modern Judaism arises out of the question of God and 

the death camps.  How can Jews believe in an omnipotent, beneficent God after Auschwitz?  

Traditional Jewish theology maintains that God is the ultimate, omnipotent actor in historical 

drama.  It has interpreted every major catastrophe in Jewish history as God’s punishment of a 

sinful Israel.  I fail to see how this position can be maintained without regarding Hitler and the 

SS as instruments of God’s will.  The agony of European Jewry cannot be likened to the testing 

of Job.  To see any purpose in the death camps, the traditional believer is forced to regard the 

most demonic, anti-human explosion in all of history as a meaningful expression of God’s 

purpose. 
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 The idea is simply too obscene for me to accept.  I do not think 

that the full impact of Auschwitz has yet to mature in Jewish 

theology or Jewish life.  Great religious revolutions have their own 

period of gestation.  No man can know when the full impact of 

Auschwitz will be felt, but no religious community can endure so 

hideous a wounding without undergoing vast inner disorders. 
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 When I say we live in the time of the death of God, I mean that the thread of 

uniting God and man, heaven and heart, has been broken.  We stand in a 

cold, silent, unfeeling cosmos, unaided by any purposeful power beyond our 

own resources.  After Auschwitz, what else can a Jew say about God. 
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 Modern obstacles to authentic spiritual expression   

according to Ross Douthat NYT. 
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Can a meritocracy find God?  Ross 
Douthat NYT April 10, 2021 1 of 3 

 But the obstacles are considerable. One problem is that whatever its 

internal divisions, the American educated class is deeply committed 

to a moral vision that regards emancipated, self-directed choice as 

essential to human freedom and the good life. The tension between 

this worldview and the thou-shalt-not, death-of-self commandments of 

biblical religion can be bridged only with difficulty — especially 

because the American emphasis on authenticity makes it hard for 

people to simply live with certain hypocrisies and self-contradictions, 

or embrace a church that judges their self-affirming choices on any 

level, however distant or abstract. 

https://www.amazon.com/Rise-Triumph-Modern-Self-Individualism/dp/1433556332/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Carl+Trueman&qid=1618014286&s=books&sr=1-1
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 Then, too, the manifest failure of many churches to live up to their own 

commandments, the pulse of scandal in religious life, makes their claim to offer 

a higher, harder wisdom seem self-discrediting. 

 A second obstacle is the meritocracy’s anti-supernaturalism: The average Ivy 

League professor, management consultant or Google engineer is not 

necessarily a strict materialist, but they have all been trained in a kind of 

scientism, which regards strong religious belief as fundamentally anti-rational, 

miracles as superstition, the idea of a personal God as so much wishful 

thinking. 
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 Thus when spiritual ideas creep back into elite culture, it’s often in the form of 

“wellness” or self-help disciplines, or in enthusiasms like astrology, where 

there’s always a certain deniability about whether you’re really invoking a 

spiritual reality, really committing to metaphysical belief. 

 My sense is that these two obstacles effectively work together to block people 

from religious faith. If someone has an experience that calls their unbelief into 

question, their association of traditional religion with sexual prohibitions or 

bigotry or scandal is often enough to keep them from being drawn by that 

experience to a church or synagogue. 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/25/magazine/big-business-gwyneth-paltrow-wellness.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/25/magazine/big-business-gwyneth-paltrow-wellness.html
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/10/28/astrology-in-the-age-of-uncertainty
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So what is an existential crisis anyway? 
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What is Existentialism?  
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 I feel… 
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Eugene B. 
Borowitz 

Video 47:26 God is Personal 
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